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ABSTRACT Wristband-placed physical activity monitors, as a convenient means for counting walking
steps, assessing movement, and estimating energy expenditure, are widely used in daily life. There are many
consumer-based wristband monitors on the market, but there is not an unified method to compare their
performance. In this paper, we designed a series of experiments testing step counting performance under
different walking conditions to evaluate these wristband activity monitors. Seven popular brands, including
Huawei B1, Mi Band, Fitbit Charge, Polar Loop, Garmin Vivofit2, Misfit Shine, and Jawbone Up, were
selected and evaluated with the proposed experiment method in this paper. These experiments include four
parts, which are walking in a field at a different walking speed with and without arm swing, walking along
a specified complex path, walking on a treadmill, and walking up and down stairs. Experiment results and
analysis with nine healthy subjects were reported to show the step counting performance of these seven
monitors.

INDEX TERMS Activity monitor, biometrics, evaluation protocol, health information management, human
factors, step count, wristband.

I. INTRODUCTION
Measuring and monitoring human physical activity and phys-
iological parameters is an important way for understanding
humanmovement, energy expenditure and health in daily life.
Recently, various kinds of wearable sensors such as inertial
sensors [1], [2] and physiological signal monitors [3], [4],
have been widely used in many studies for this application to
analysis gait [1], [2], [5], estimate energy expenditure [6]–[8],
and evaluate health [3], [4], [9], [10] due to their low cost
and convenience. As an extension of these research, lots of
consumer-based wearable physical activity monitors tied to
waist, arm, wrist or lower limbs have wildly circulated on
market, and it has become a trend for people to used these
monitors to detect physical activity parameters, assess health
and predict energy expenditure in daily life.

Among these monitors, wristband monitors are the most
popular for consumers, because of their convenience for

wearing and viewing activity parameters and energy expen-
diture prediction. Compared with other activity monitors on
waist or lower limbs, wristband monitors may suffer more
interference from the combined movement of upper limbs
and body, which would influence the accuracy on estimat-
ing activity parameters. Thus, it is desirable to evaluate the
accuracy of these wristband monitors to help consumers
get a more clear understanding of their purchased monitor’s
reliability. However, lots of monitors have rich functionality,
but almost none of them reported their accuracy. That might
due to the fact that there is no official method to test the
accuracy.

There are many existing works on evaluating and com-
paring physical activity monitors [11], [12]. Some of them
evaluated a set of monitors on their accuracy of step
counts [12]–[18], and the others on their accuracy of energy
expenditure [13], [15], [18]–[22]. Most of the existing works
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TABLE 1. Existing works on evaluating and comparing physical activity
monitors by accuracy of step counts.

evaluated accuracy by testing the monitor’s performance
during walking activities, and there were also a small part
of these works using non-walking activities as well, such as
writing and folding laundry [16], [18]. Walking is a main
physical activity in daily life. For most consumer-based phys-
ical activity monitors, the function is primarily for detecting
walking and counting steps by proprietary algorithms which
are mainly based on the measurements of acceleration [14].
While other function such as estimating traveled distance and
predicting energy expenditure are accomplished by the appli-
cation of some activity-dependent equations, which also rely
on the primary step detection function [17]. Thus, the accu-
racy of step counts during different walking activities is a
reliable reference to evaluate or compare between consumer-
based activity monitors.

Table 1 shows the experimentmethods of existingworks on
evaluating and comparing physical activity monitors by accu-
racy of step counts. Case et al. [12], Sushames et al. [15],
Storm et al. [17] and Nelson et al. [18] designed many walk-
ing experiment protocols of different walking conditions for
testing some consumer-based monitors’ accuracy on step
counts, such as walking at different speeds, walking on stairs,
walking on a treadmill and incline walking. But for wristband
monitors, these experiments is incomplete because they all
neglect the influence of the combined motion of body and
upper limbs on the signal measured by the monitor for step
detection. Experiments designed by Chen et al. [16] aimed

FIGURE 1. The wristband activity monitors chosen for this study.

at evaluating wristband monitors. Experiments of pushing
a stroller and carrying a bag while walking were used to
evaluate the wristband monitors’ step counting performance
when walking with limit of upper limbs’ movement. But
the variety of walking conditions is limited, because of a
lack of outdoor walking under different speed and winding
route walking which frequently happen in daily life. What’s
more, to make a reasonable standard of these experiments
tested on monitors, each experiment’s walking path should be
defined.

To find a more effective and normative method to eval-
uate the performance of wristband activity monitors under
different walking conditions which frequently occur in daily
living environment, and to figure out the influence of these
conditions on the monitor performance, we designed a series
of experiments and used a set of data analysis methods to
examine their performance on detecting and counting steps.
Seven different wristband monitors were tested by these
experiment protocols and data analysis methods in this study,
and we reported the results.

II. METHOD
A. SUBJECTS
Nine healthy subjects including five male and four female
(Age: 22 ± 1; Height: 169 ± 10cm; Weight: 58 ± 10kg)
were recruited for this study. The study was approved by the
Medical Ethics Committee of School of Medicine, Zhejiang
University. The approval number is 2016-007.

B. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY MONITORS
We chose seven consumer-based wristband activity moni-
tors (WAM) for this study, including Huawei B1, Mi Band,
Fitbit Charge, Polar Loop, Garmin Vivofit2, Misfit Shine and
Jawbone Up. Fig. 1 shows the appearance of them.

These monitors are popular on the market, and all of
them are based on acceleration algorithm and can export step
counts. Table 2 shows the information of these monitors.
During trials, these monitors were simultaneously and ran-
domly worn on subject’s wrists, 3 on one side and 4 on the
other side.
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TABLE 2. Information of the wristband activity monitors chosen in this
study.

FIGURE 2. Using angular velocity of shank to count steps. Mid-swings are
circled in this figure, and a stride cycle is the period between two
adjacent mid-swings.

C. REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR EXPERIMENTS
The step counting performance for each monitor was evalu-
ated against with steps measured by a MATLAB (R2013a)
algorithm based on angular velocity from an IMU (x-IMU,
x-io Technologies) attached to shank during experiments.
The MATLAB algorithm was implemented to detect shank’s
mid-swings during walking trial to segment the walking into
individual stride cycles. Double of the number of stride cycles
is equal to the number of steps. A digital low pass filter with
a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz was used to filter angular velocity
of shank around the mediolateral axis, and Fig. 2 shows
the filtered angular velocity. Swing phase of a stride cycle
can be characterized by a positive peak. Mid-swing is the
moment when angular velocity reaching its highest value of
the positive peak [1]. The number of mid-swings equals to
the number of stride cycles, thus the number of steps can be
calculated by doubling the number of mid-swings.

D. EXPERIMENT PROTOCOLS
Four experiments are performed on subjects. These exper-
iments simulated different walking conditions which fre-
quently happen in daily environment.

The first experiment is testing the performance of the mon-
itors under the influence of walking speed and arm swing.
During this test, subjects need to walk around in a field
(with a perimeter of 400 meters) for six trials including:

TABLE 3. Statistics of the steps counted by the reference system.

1) walking with arm swing under preferred speed; 2) walking
with arm constraint under preferred speed; 3) walking with
arm swing under faster speed; 4) walking with arm constraint
under faster speed; 5) walking with arm swing under slower
speed; 6) walking with arm constraint under slower speed.
Subjects were asked to walk a whole lap for each trial. During
trials with arm constraint, a belt was tied around the subject
and constrained the arms in the two sides of torso to prevent
their swing.

The second experiment is testing the performance of these
monitors when subjects walk along a winding path. In this
part, subjects were asked to walk for 5 minutes around a
designed complex path shown in Fig. 3. This path includes
two smooth 180-degree turns, two sharp 90-degree turns and
one sharp 180-degree turn.

FIGURE 3. The path designed for the second experiment.

The third experiment is testing the performance of these
monitors when subjects walk on a treadmill, which is a com-
mon fitness equipment at home and in the gym. During this
experiment, subjects were asked to walk for 5 minutes on a
treadmill under a given speed (4 Km/h).
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TABLE 4. MAPEs (%) for each wristband activity monitor under each walking condition.

The final experiment is testing the performance of these
monitors when subjects go up stairs and down stairs. During
this experiment, subjects were asked to walk for two trials
including walking up stairs and walking down stairs with five
storeys (100 steps in total), respectively.

Except the second experiment that walking along a wind-
ing path, where only six subjects were tested, all the trials
of these different walking conditions involved all the nine
subjects. After each trial, we recorded the number of steps
counted by each monitor, and then we compared them with
the reference step counts obtained from the shank IMU-based
algorithm.

E. DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis was done byMicrosoft Office Excel (2007) and
MATLAB (R2013a).

For each subject, the accuracy on step counts of each mon-
itor under each walking condition was evaluated by absolute
percentage error (APE), which can be calculated as:

APE =

∣∣∣∣F − RR

∣∣∣∣× 100% (1)

where F is the step counts by the monitor and R is the refer-
ence steps calculated by the shank IMU-based algorithm. For
each monitor under each walking condition, mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) was calculated as the average of
the subjects’ APEs and used to evaluate the accuracy of step
counts:

MAPE =
1
N

∑N

n=1
APEn (2)

where N is the number of subjects.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the

relation between step counting accuracy of the seven moni-
tors with walking speed of the subjects [17], and also with
swing of arm. ANOVA significance shows the statistic dif-
ference between the data from different walking condition.
It means that there isn’t a obvious statistic difference if the
significance is larger than 0.05.

For each monitor, a Bland-Altman plot [2], [17] with
all the step counts from each subjects under each condi-
tion, was also used to assess the difference on step counts
against with the reference system. The mean of difference
between the monitor and reference was plotted, as well as

TABLE 5. Results of ANOVA.

mean ± 1.96 standard deviation, between which 95% of the
difference is involved.

III. RESULTS
About 500 steps on average were collected by the refer-
ence system for each subject under each walking condition.
Table 3 shows the detail of the statistics of the step counts
under each walking condition. During the field walking tri-
als, walking speeds were 4.2 ± 0.2 km/h (mean ± std)
for preferred speed, 5.5 ± 0.7 km/h for faster speed and
3.2 ± 0.4 km/h for slower speed, which were calculated by
the walking time dividing the perimeter of field.

A. RESULTS OF MAPE
During the trials, most of the wristband monitor worked
properly and most of the step counts data from the monitors
were collected. Only one step counts data wasn’t collected
because of the malfunction of Jawbone UP during one of the
subjects walking in the field under slower speed with arm
swing. For each wristband activity monitor under each walk-
ing condition, the MAPE was calculated as (2) and shown
in Table 4. For each monitor, the mean of the ten conditions’
MAPE varies from 3.51% to 12.63%. Garmin Vivofit2 has
the best accuracy and Misfit Shine has the worst accuracy.
For each condition, the mean of the seven monitors’ MAPE
varies from 5.05% to 11.88%. These monitors performed
best when subjects walking under preferred speed with arm
constraint, and performed worst when walking down stairs.
These monitors performed better when walking long distance
in the field (mean MAPE of about 6%) than other conditions
(mean MAPE of about 11%).
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FIGURE 4. Bland-Altman plots for each monitor built by the step counts data measured from the monitor and the reference system.
(a) Huawei B1; (b) Mi band; (c) Fitbit charge; (d) Polar loop; (e) Garmin Vivofit2; (f) Misfit shine; (g) Jawbone up.

B. RESULTS OF ANOVA
According to Table 4, the influence of subjects’ walking
speed and swing of arm on the step counting accuracy during

field trials was different among these monitors. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the relation between
step counting accuracy of themonitors with subjects’ walking
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speed, and also with swing of arm. For eachmonitor, 54 APEs
(53 APEs for Jawbone UP because of its malfunction in a
trial) from the nine subjects under the six walking condi-
tions of the first experiment (walking in field) were used for
ANOVA. Table 5 shows the ANOVA significance of each
monitor.

For walking speed, Misfit Shine shows the biggest sig-
nificance and the lowest relevancy to the accuracy. Garmin
Vivofit2 shows the least significance and the highest rele-
vancy. As all the significances for speed are bigger than 0.05,
walking speed has no obvious effect on step counting accu-
racy for all the seven monitors. For swing of arm, Jawbone
Up24 shows the biggest significance and the lowest relevancy
to the accuracy. Mi Band shows the least significance and
the highest relevancy. The significance for arm swing of Mi
Band is less than 0.05, which means its accuracy is obviously
effected by the swing of arm.

C. BLAND-ALTMAN PLOTS FOR EACH MONITOR
For each monitor, a Bland-Altman plot built by all the step
counts from each subject under each condition measured by
the monitor and the reference system, was used to assess
the difference on step counts with the reference system.
Fig. 4 shows these Bland-Altman plots.

As we can see in these Bland-Altman plots, most of
the monitors’ results match well with the reference system,
except Mi Band, which has a little bit of underestimation.
Fitbit Charge shows the best performance on matching the
reference system and Mi Band shows the worst performance.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we designed a series of experiments to evaluate
the performance on counting steps of seven consumer-based
wristband activity monitors with nine subjects. These exper-
iments involved ten walking conditions which frequently
happen in daily environment, including walking at different
speed, walking with or without arm swing, walking along
a winding path, walking on a treadmill, walking up stairs
and walking down stairs. About 500 steps were collected
for each subject’s each trial on average. After these experi-
ments we used mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and
Bland-Altman plots to analyze and compare the different per-
formance between different monitors. We also used MAPE
and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to analyze the different
performance of the monitors under different conditions.

According to the MAPEs shown in Table 4, under dif-
ferent walking conditions in daily environment, these mon-
itors’ errors on step counts are about 8% on average,
vary from 0.61% (Mi Band when walking in faster speed
with arm constraint) to 40.25% (Misfit Shine when walk-
ing down stairs). When comparing these monitors perfor-
mance of the entire experiments, Garmin Vivofit2 showed the
best accuracy (average MAPE of 3.51%) and Misfit Shine
showed the worst (average MAPE of 12.63%). According to
Bland-Altman plots shown in Fig. 4, Fitbit Charge showed the
narrowest margin of error , and Mi Band showed the widest
margin of error.

According to the MAPEs shown in Table 4, among the
walking conditions, walking in preferred speed with arm con-
straint showed the best accuracy (average MAPE of 5.05%).
The monitors are more likely to perform well when subjects
walking under their preferred speed. The influence of sub-
jects’ walking speed and swing of arm on the step counting
accuracy was different among these monitors. For example,
arm swing made some monitors more accurate on step counts
but also made some monitors less accurate. That is because
the different algorithms on counting steps. Walking along a
winding route, walking on a treadmill, walking up stairs and
walking down stairs showed worse accuracy than walking
in the field. That might because when walking straightly
and normally over a flat ground, the acceleration measured
by monitors has less noise and more regulation, which is
more conducive to be used to detect steps. According to the
significances of ANOVA shown in Table 5, walking speed has
no obvious effect on step counting accuracy for all the seven
monitors. Swing of arm has no obvious effect on the monitors
except Mi Band.

Different with the previous works on evaluating activ-
ity monitors’ performance on estimating energy expendi-
ture [13], [15], [18]–[22], we evaluated and compared these
monitors with a series of designed experiments testing the
accuracy on counting steps, which is the primary function of
most consumer-based monitors. Compared with the previous
work which has tested wristband monitors’ step counting
performance [12]–[18], we simulated and tested more walk-
ing conditions that frequently happen in daily environment.
We also standardized walking paths for each trial to make
the experiments be more standard, which is more credible for
testing different monitors’ accuracy. We collected sufficient
steps for each subject’s each trial, about 500 steps on average,
which makes the experiment results more reliable.

There were also some limitations for the proposed eval-
uation method. During the experiments, wristband monitors
were randomly worn on the wrists. That might cause a ran-
dom error to the evaluation of the monitors, due to the fact
that different placements on wrists would cause different per-
formance for the monitors. In the MATLAB algorithm which
we used to detect steps as reference for experiments, mid-
swings were detected by searching local maximum values
of filtered shank angular velocity. Local maximum values
larger than 1.5 rad/s were regarded as mid-swings for most
of the experiments. For walking up stairs, the threshold was
adjusted to 1.25 or 1 rad/s for some subjects because of the
lower angular velocity at mid-swings than walking on flat.
This algorithm using threshold to identify mid-swings might
has less accuracy for walking up stairs, where the differ-
ence between maximum angular velocity of swing phase and
stance phase in a gait cycle is quite less than walking on
flat. There are more possibility to regard a mid-stance as a
mid-swing or lose some mid-swings. In future work, a more
accurate algorithm is needed.

Although limitations exist, it would also be beneficial if
these experiments and data analysis methods could become
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a standard protocol for evaluating and comparing wristband
activity monitors. The shank IMU-based reference algorithm
used in this study has a high accuracy to detect steps [1] and
evaluate the performance of the monitors. It’s much more
convenient for using than counting step manually by tally
counters, and it just requires a gyroscope to measure shank
angular velocity, which is much cheaper than using research-
grade activity monitors as reference. Moreover, the experi-
ment protocols and data analysis methods in this study could
systematically evaluate the performance of the wristband
monitors under different walking conditions. It’s beneficial
for consumers to understand their monitor’s reliability and
it’s also beneficial for manufacturers to update their monitors’
algorithm to improve accuracy.
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